Long Term Rental & Hire

About Honeybells Tents & Events
Since 2010 Honeybells has proudly worked with and alongside many
fantastic campsites, venues, theme parks, temporary glamping
projects and individuals to oﬀer our flexible long term rental hire
packages across the UK and Europe.
In this time, we have satisfied the needs of thousands of customers
and with our array of top quality bell tents and interior amenities, and
we don’t plan on stopping any time soon!
With the increasing demand in the ‘staycation’ and glamping markets
across the UK, there is no better time to benefit from our flexible,
bespoke long-term glamping hire packages.
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What are the Benefits?
With prices starting from as little as £60.00 per week for a fully
furnished tent that can be tailored to meet your specific
requirements, you’ll be able to benefit from the following:
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Requires no large initial investment.
Cash flow friendly.
No planning permission required.
No set-up or breakdown of the equipment required.
Try before you buy to test the market and gauge interest.
No long-term commitment or storage costs.
Easy to increase stock when required.
Get to work alongside a proven and trusted UK supplier.
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Quality & Experience
Our luxury bell tents are sourced from a highly respected UK supplier
and are lovingly cared for by the Honeybells team. With the option to
fully furnish the tents, you can oﬀer your customers an array of
diﬀerent packages and options to suit their needs.
If you’re looking for ideas on which items to oﬀer with your bell tents
then we’ve got you covered. Over the past decade, we’ve tried all
sorts of interior furniture, amenities and goodies so with the benefit
of our experience we will happily provide you with some suggestions.
For further information on purchasing or hiring any items, please
contact the Honeybells team.
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Tent Interior Layout Options
Bed Frames & Real Mattresses
The spacious 5 metre bell tents can
accommodate up to 4 single beds
frames and still allow plenty of
usable space within the tent.
The single or double bed frames
with real mattresses can be placed
in whichever layout suits your
preferences, as shown in the bell
tent diagrams alongside.

1 Double & 2 Single Beds
4 Single Beds

2 Double Beds
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Tent Furnishings & Extras
As well as raised bed frames and mattresses, your guests will also be
treated to a host of quality furnishings to ensure they have the most
luxurious stay possible. These items include:
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Full 5 metre carpet, luxury rug and doormat.
Small interior low table.
Small freestanding mirror.
Bed frames and real mattresses.
Decorative bunting.
Exterior solar lights.
Interior battery-powered lights.
Bedside wine crates/boxes (provided by our sister company Wine Box Boutique).
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The Service We Provide
We provide the following services to help you get up and running:
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Delivery and collection from your site.
Installation and breakdown of tents and furnishings.
Site visit and advice on the best location for tents.
Replenishment of stock on some interior items.
Ongoing telephone and on-site support as required.
Training in basic tent maintenance.

From 2 to 200 bell tents, we have every project covered. We oﬀer
advice and very competitive packages that can be tailored to suit
your requirements. Simply contact us for an informal chat.
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Minimum Site Requirements
In order to safely and successfully set up your new site we have the
following minimum requirements for your chosen location:
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You will need a flat, grassed area.
With good vehicle access.
A secure, gated campsite.
No overhead features like trees or power lines.
No hidden underground obstructions such as electricity cables or
water pipes.

If you have any further questions about your site or would like to
discuss any considerations simply contact us.
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Highly Experienced
Honeybells has over 10 years
experience of providing event
accommodation at some of the
leading events across the UK and
throughout Europe and serving the
needs of thousands of customers.
We have a proven track record with
businesses of all shapes and sizes.
Here are some of the clients and
events that Honeybells is proud to
have worked alongside:
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Contact Honeybells

Phone

07817 672502

Email

info@honeybells.co.uk

Website

www.honeybells.co.uk

Facebook

/honeybells.tenthire

Twitter

@honeybellstents

Instagram

@honeybellstentsandevents
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